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III. Reward rate is not maximized because parameters 
of best fit to data are not the ones that maximize 

reward

Modeling behavior in a  virtual visual environment:  
What (if anything) do mice optimize when foraging for abstract objects?
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       I. Experimental design to study optimal  
behavioral strategies of mice 

!

Setting: modeling decision-making in uncertain environments 
• Go-no go, discrimination task 
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•Mouse is shown images of birds and mushrooms of different sizes 
and orientations, is rewarded when stopping at                
mushrooms, penalty is time to stop. 
!

•Training of mice is done on a set of images represented by the 
blue cross)                                           

•Mushrooms of sizes and orientations (upper right corner of the 
stimulus space) are left unrewarded. 
!

•Animals slow down at images when uncertainty may be high 
•Mice have a high probability of making the correct choice for  
each size and orientation, (62% - 86%). We conclude that mice  
understand  the task and perform quite well. 
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  II. A model comparison of behavioral strategies 
based on goodness of fit 

!

We test two possible models:  
   #1: model of decision based on object identity alone;            
   #2: model of decision based on exact stimulus 
contingencies 
!

•Introduce 4 “perceptual” parameters that model how well the 
image is sensed and 2 behavioral parameters, M - time to 
accumulate evidence, and N – threshold of decision-making 
process 

•M,N are parameters of an accumulator process: 
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  Model #1 gives a better fit than model #2, the log likely- 
       hood of model #1 being higher than for model #2

Model #2:  
• When a model assuming the 

mouse can associate 
orientations and sizes of a 
figure is tested, the fit to the 
mouse behavior is poorer than 
supposing only object identity 
determines its choice (log 
MLE = -5385 < -4566, for the 
other model).

Goals & Questions of study: 
•In a go-no go experimental task, modeling the stop probabilities 
of mice and comparing behavioral strategies 

•What behavioral strategy gives reward maximization? Is this 
strategy the one that fits the data best?  

•Are animals capable of learning all the reward contingencies?  

•What cost function is implemented to maximize value (the 
difference of functionals like reward rate and costs like  energetic 
consumption, time spent to do task etc.)?
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Average reward rate (right) for pairs M,N. At N=4, M=7, the 
reward rate is lower than for M,N in the upper right corner. 

IV. The value function is maximized when adding  
an energetic cost and time cost terms 

!

In order to obtain optimal behavior, we added terms to the value 
function 
•A formula for total value is: 
!
where M is the time cost when not stopping

Reward rate is not maximized, as 
shown before, but what if a term is 
added, representing energetic cost? 
!
Still, the value is not maximized, 
the maximum occurs in the  
lower right corner (see left picture).

We then added yet another term to  
the value function, representing time 
running when the mouse does not 
stop. 
!
 We obtain value maximization at M,      
 N of best fit. The form of the cost  
 function gives optimal behavior.        

Average value adding 
energetic cost

Average value 
adding time as well

Conclusions: 

• There are several behavioral strategies (pairs M,N) that give 
similarly good fits to the data. 

• Reward rate is not maximized for M,N of best fit 
• The model assuming discrimination is done by object identity fits 

better than the one assuming it is based on all stimulus 
attributes 

• Adding error rate and temporal cost to the value function gives 
an optimal behavior strategy, i.e. minimization of cost. 

Frostmann et al., 2012

Model #1: 
•The best fit of the data is 
obtained at N=4, M=7 (point 
highlighted by a square), 
although there is a larger region 
where fits are similarly good. 
The maximum log MLE, at N=4, 
M=7, is log MLE = -4566
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Hence, we can apply the same rationale as previously, testing first the hypothe-
sis of probability matching and then going further to test how well accumulator
models fit the data.

This model, assuming probability matching, gives a poorer fit to the data. I
used a Nelder-Mead optimization routine to search for the parameters model-
ing sensory perception: k
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)) and the formulas for uncertainty described
in equations 3.2, 5.1, and 5.2 were used. The optimization routine found stop
probabilities in the model such that log MLE = ≠5008. These indicate a
poorer fit than previously (which gave log MLE = ≠4564).

We run the search through M and N , looking for the sensory parameters
using the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm. The results is that the fit is worse
than in the case when we assume the animal does not learn the full reward
space, and the RR for best fit and the RR that is highest are lower. This is not
the model we want: what was attempted was a model that would give a poorer
fit, but had a higher RR associated with it.

The best fit is at N = 6, M = 14, with log MLE = ≠5385.1. The RR is
0.0256 at N = 6, M = 14 and maximum RR is 0.0502 at N = 1, M = 15.

The fact that the model gives a poorer fit means that indeed our intuition
that the animal does not learn the whole reward space is likely to be correct.
However, at least in this model, the RR is not larger, so we cannot yet argue
that the animal is subject to some cognitive constraints that prevent it to apply
the most optimal, reward-maximizing policy. This model does not maximize
RR at the best fit either.

Figure 5.1: Fitting model to the data of stopping probabilities. A. Log MLE for this
model. B. RR for this model looking for all perceptual parameters.
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